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BizFAX server is a secure,
scalable and maintenance-free

application for your
organisation. Through a

graphical web user interface
(GUI), it enables businesspeople

to manage documents like e-
mails, faxes and share critical
information with teammates in

a secure way. Build your
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organisation's capabilities to be
more competitive and flexible
with the help of this affordable
and easy-to-use application.

Communication: BizFAX can be
integrated with applications like

Email, Microsoft Outlook, IBM
Lotus Notes, Mobile phone,

Apple Notes and Google. BizFAX
is an instant messaging

application with public and
private chat, instant messaging

capabilities, public group
voice/video calls and desktop
sharing capabilities. BizFAX's

status web site allows the
organization to change
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application status instantly and
track availability of the
application in real-time.

BizFAX's outbound call center
features a toll-free number and

can be integrated with
applications like M2M, IVR and
Agent softphones. Anti-spam:
BizFAX is designed to keep the
identity of inbound messages

secure. Spammers cannot
automatically send messages

from an open port on the
server. BizFAX can be

integrated with anti-spam
software to help prevent spam

and reduce email and fax
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volumes. Note: If your
organization already has an anti-

spam solution and needs
assistance in integrating that
anti-spam tool with BizFAX,

please contact us for an anti-
spam compatibility list. BizFAX
must be installed on the server
and on the client computer in

order to send and receive faxes.
BizFAX is available in English
and Chinese as well as other

languages. BizFAX can deliver
faxes in multiple languages:
English, Chinese, Spanish,

French, Japanese, Korean, Thai,
Indonesian, and Vietnamese.
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BizFAX is a secure and reliable
fax server that can be deployed

on the network. It supports
Windows Server 2008 and later;
Linux, Sun Solaris, AIX and Mac

OS/X OS. Features: BizFAX
server: - FAX server with

outbound fax feature - Fax relay
function - Fax print service - Fax

Scan Service - Fax deliver
service - Print & Faxing

application - Outbound call
center application - Instant
messaging app - Campaign

tracking application - Invoicing
functionality - Multi-tenant

server architecture
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BusinessFax is professional fax
server software that can help

you manage all your faxes in a
single place. It can do all the

document conversions, manage
faxes and email messages, and

create documents for you. It
can be used for multiple

companies in one network. -
Integration with email - allows
you to receive email messages

and faxes at the same time.
Email correspondence is stored

in an email account and
available as a separate
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attachment when the
conversation is completed. - Fax
server - allows you to connect
to your BizFAX server from any
workstation as a stand-alone

server. - Easy document
conversion - includes a built-in

document conversion module to
convert and edit faxes, convert

faxes to PDFs and other
common document formats. -

Picture faxing - send and
receive faxes with high-

resolution images. - Report
creator - allows you to create

and print reports for fax
conversations, including
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detailed reports for each fax
message sent or received by

BizFAX. - Fax Stats - allows you
to monitor your fax usage to
keep tabs on your monthly

communications costs. -
Exchange fax - works with MS

Exchange
2003/2007/2010/2013/2016 and
Google Exchange. BizFAX - Fax

Server for Small Office
Description: Professional fax
server for small offices and

enterprises. The BizFAX Small
Business Edition is designed to
fulfill the needs of small-scale

business. You can manage your
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faxes on your mobile device,
through email or by using the
web interface on the server. -
Manage your faxes on your

mobile device: Take a fax with
you - you can send and receive
faxes on any phone you choose.

- Backup your faxes - you can
create a backup of all

conversations on your web
server. - Web interface - access

the server's web interface at
any time from any web browser

and quickly upload, edit and
manage your faxes, email

messages and contact lists. -
Time and paper usage statistics
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- show a graphical view of your
paper usage in your server. -

Report creator - create and print
reports for fax conversations,
including detailed reports for

each fax message sent or
received by BizFAX. - Picture

faxing - send and receive faxes
with high-resolution images. -
Exchange fax - works with MS

Exchange
2003/2007/2010/2013/2016 and
Google Exchange. BizFAX Small
Business Edition - Home Edition

Description: Professional fax
server for home users. The Biz

b7e8fdf5c8
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BizFAX - FAX Server For Enterprise [Updated]

The BizFAX FAX Server is
designed to address the needs
of large scale organizations
looking to substantially reduce
faxes and paper usage. The
design incorporates a flexible
and scalable architecture.It is
also cost effective and very
easy to deploy. The BizFAX FAX
Server can be deployed as a
stand-alone or as part of your
PBX system. It can be easily
integrated with any existing
server and be used as a back-
end for your PBX. It uses
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standard protocols like TCP/IP,
UDP/IP, SMTP, POP3, IMAP,
Telnet etc for communication. It
is integrated with fax printers
and also supports conventional
fax modems. BizFAX can also be
deployed on a dual node
solution which incorporates the
following configurations: (1) A
server node (in addition to the
PBX) that handles the following
tasks - Registration of faxes and
agents - Enforce and manage,
incoming and outgoing faxes -
Registration of agents and faxes
- Promotion of business
processes within the
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organization, to increase sales -
Compliance with regulations, to
avoid penalties - Collection of
communication statistics, to
analyze and optimize processes
- Integration with email clients
to allow email to be linked to
faxes and receive faxes via
email (2) A client node that
handles the following tasks -
Incoming faxes - Faxes received
as email attachments - Client
process registration to send and
receive faxes - Ongoing status
of faxes and fax agents BizFAX
is very easy to use and
configure. Client Views BizFAX
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Overview As a client, it is as
simple as logging into BizFAX to
start sending, receiving and
managing your faxes. To Set Up
Your BizFAX Account: 1. Go to
the Register Agent Page 2.
Enter your Name, Email Address
and Fax Number 3. Accept the
Terms and Conditions and You
are Good To Go Once your
Agent has been setup, your
agent will be listed in My Agents
4. Log In to your agent's Client
page and you will see a page
that says Welcome Agent. Click
on the Login link and your
agent's client page will appear
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5. Under the Agent's name,
click on the Page tab and then
click on the Start Fax Page Link.
This will open a new window. 6.
Select the documents you want
to send and the amount of

What's New In?

BizFAX is a secure fax server
that is easy-to-use, highly
compatible and can run on a
wide variety of platforms, like
Window, Mac, Linux, Unix,...
BizFAX is a handy, easy to use
tool designed to enable
consumers to save resources
like paper, electricity, time and
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money. This tool also delivers a
significant reduction in fax and
document delivery costs by
eliminating the need for paper-
based delivery, stand-alone fax
machines and associated
maintenance, supply,
equipment and labor costs.
BizFAX significantly reduces the
time it takes your employees to
exchange documents with
customers or suppliers-resulting
in faster sales cycles, quicker
customer service and improved
efficiency. BizFAX offers
electronic document delivery
solution that helps you comply
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with regulations and safeguard
information security. Faxes are
securely and immediately
delivered to your client. Privacy
is ensured. BizFAX runs on
embedded OS and is a trusted
and reliable fax server. No more
paper jams, lost pages or toner
mishaps on office environment.
And it's also a mobile fax
machine, send and receive
faxes even outside your office.
BizFAX - FAX Server for
Enterprise Description: BizFAX
is a secure fax server that is
easy-to-use, highly compatible
and can run on a wide variety of
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platforms, like Window, Mac,
Linux, Unix,... BizFAX is a
handy, easy to use tool
designed to enable consumers
to save resources like paper,
electricity, time and money.
This tool also delivers a
significant reduction in fax and
document delivery costs by
eliminating the need for paper-
based delivery, stand-alone fax
machines and associated
maintenance, supply,
equipment and labor costs.
BizFAX significantly reduces the
time it takes your employees to
exchange documents with
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customers or suppliers-resulting
in faster sales cycles, quicker
customer service and improved
efficiency. BizFAX offers
electronic document delivery
solution that helps you comply
with regulations and safeguard
information security. Faxes are
securely and immediately
delivered to your client. Privacy
is ensured. BizFAX runs on
embedded OS and is a trusted
and reliable fax server. No more
paper jams, lost pages or toner
mishaps on office environment.
And it's also a mobile fax
machine, send and receive
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faxes even outside your office.
BizFAX - FAX Server for
Enterprise Description: BizFAX
is a secure fax server that is
easy-to-use
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Win7+ Memory:
1 GB RAM CPU: Intel Core2Duo
2.8 GHz or AMD Phenom X3 850
Graphics: NVIDIA GT430 or ATI
HD4800 DirectX: Version 9.0 or
above Additional Notes: You will
need to download the
installation file, which can be
found here. You will also need
to download and install JGSoft's
client program from this site.
Please note that, if you use the
trial version of the program, you
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